Cleaning and Maintenance
Instructions
1. INITIAL CLEANING
a. Remove loose dirt using a broom or a vacuum cleaner.

b. Apply uniformly an INTENSIVE CLEANER according to the
manufacturer's instructions using a washing cotton string
mop.

c. Let the solution soak for about 3 to 5 minutes without allowing
to dry, then clean. Use a single-disc, low speed (150-200 RPM)
cleaning machine with red pad or soft brush (semi-hard
bristles). If a cleaning machine is not available, use a suitable
broom or brush to manually clean the floor.
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d. Remove the solution using an acqua-vacuum cleaner or wash
string mop. Rinse thoroughly with clean water to completely
eliminate any dirt residue.
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2. INITIAL PROTECTION / CARE
a. Use a rayon string mop or waxing mop pad to apply the
recommended protective emulsion according to the
manufacturer's instructions.

b. If required, polish with white pad or soft brush.

Note: On electrically conductive floorcoverings, do not use emulsions that may adversely affect
the electric properties of the floorcovering.
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Important: Failure to comply with the initial cleaning and / or protection processes may hinder
the subsequent cleanings.
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3. REGULAR MAINTENANCE / CLEANING
a.Remove loose dirt using a broom or a vacuum cleaner.

b. Apply uniformly a BASIC CLEANER according to the
manufacturer's instructions using a cotton string washing
mop.

c. Let the solution soak for about 3 to 5 minutes without allowing to dry, then clean. Use a single-disc, low speed (150-200
RPM) cleaning machine with red pad or soft brush (semi-hard
bristles). If a cleaning machine is not available, use a suitable
soft bristle broom or brush to manually clean the floor. The
choice of pad (red or white) or brush type (semi hard or soft
bristles) depends on the quantity of accumulated dirt on the
floor.

e. If necessary polish the remnant protective emulsion with
white pad or soft brush.
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d. Remove the solution using an acqua-vacuum cleaner or wash
string mop.
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4. PERIODIC CLEANING
a. When the floorcovering image begins to decline due to accumulating layers of dirty emulsion,
repeat the INITIAL CLEANING process using an INTENSIVE CLEANER to remove all the protective
emulsion. Then perform the INITIAL CARE/PROTECTION process.

5. IMPORTANT NOTES
a. We recommend to closely follow the instructions given by Indelval SAIC for the maintenance of
their floorcoverings, unless special instructions are provided by the company for specific cases.
b. It is recommended to use large mats in all the entrance areas to trap loose dirt.
c. Do not use cleaning products with a pH-value above 12, unless so indicated by Indelval SAIC.
d. Never use grit brushes or brown/black pads.
e. On studded floorcoverings always use brushes instead of pads.
f. Never use petroleum derivated cleaners or waxes (naphthas, solvents, acetones, etc.).
g. Do not use color waxes.
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h. For cleanings in specific areas such as health centres, raised floorings or sports floorcoverings, or
regarding any further questions or queries you may have about the cleaning and maintenance
of our rubber floorcoverings, please contact us.
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CLEANING WITH PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS – RECOMMENDED CLEANING AGENTS
The cleaning agents mentioned are recommended for the Argentine domestic market. The product
information available to other countries may be requested from Indelval SAIC Technical Department or the respective local representative. While there may be other products on the market that
may be suitable for maintenance, they have not been tested by Indelval SAIC. For more information
visit www.indelval.com
Supplier

Initial Cleaning
Intensive Cleaner

Initial Protection
Protective Emulsion

Regular Cleaning
Basic Cleaner

Sutter Argentina
Cerrito 1294, Piso 17
C1010AAX
Bs. As., Argentina
(54-11) 4816-3332
(54-11) 4816-3338

Strip 83
Removes emulsions.
8% to 12% water diluted.
Rinse.

PB 28
Apply twice
undiluted.

Fresco
Dilute 200-400 g
in 8-10 litres of water.

JohnsonDiversey
Emerel Forte
de Argentina S.A.
Removes emulsions.
Av. Márquez 970
Apply 1:5 diluted
B1682BAQ - Villa Bosch
with water. Rinse.
Bs. As., Argentina
With automatic
(54-11) 4842-8200
washing machine use
0810-HIGIENE
an anti-foam agent.

8M
Apply twice
undiluted.

Pro Strip
Removes emulsions.
Apply 1:5 diluted
with water. Rinse.

Signature
Apply twice
undiluted.

Stride
Apply 1:35 for
manual cleaning.
Apply 1:60 for
machine cleaning.
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NOTE: Cleaning with professional products should always take place with adequate equipment.

